Flexible Visualization of Automatic Simulation based on Structured Graph Transformation
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Abstract

Visual modeling languages for discrete behavior modeling allow the modeler to describe how systems develop over time during system runs. Models of these languages are the basis for simulation with the purpose to validate the model with respect to its requirements. Graph transformation systems have shown to be suitable for the definition of various kinds of visual modeling languages. They define a model’s operational semantics as the set of all transformations of a model which are specified by graph transformation rules. For automatic simulation, rules have to be structured to control their application order. During simulation, the state changes after each rule application should be visualized in the concrete syntax of the modeling language.

In this paper, we propose a generic approach to specify simulation environments based on a model’s concrete syntax definition and suitable rule structuring techniques. We implement our approach using TIGER, a tool for defining visual languages based on graph transformation, and generate the specified simulation environment as plug-in for ECLIPSE. We demonstrate our approach by a case study for automatic simulation of Rubik’s Clock, a mechanical two-sided puzzle of clocks controlled by rotating wheels.

1. Introduction

Simulation is usually defined as “the process of designing a model of a real system and conducting experiments with this model for the purpose of understanding the behavior of the system.” [16].

For visual behavior modeling languages such as statecharts or Petri nets, usually simulation means to explore step by step (hand-triggered or automatically) the state space of a model. Simulation thus is based on a step semantics of the modeling language.

Graph transformation systems have shown to be suitable for the definition of various kinds of visual modeling languages. Step semantics is defined for graph transformation systems in a formal way as the set of all transformations of a model, where the possible transformations are specified by the graph transformation rules. We call such a graph transformation system for simulation a simulation specification [9]. In order to allow automatic simulation, rules in a simulation specification may be structured to control their application order. This can be done either by using transformation units [13], rule layers [1] or rule priorities [3].

Approaches exist which combine model manipulation based on graph transformation rules with model visualization in a certain concrete syntax, like e.g. (TIGER [19], AToM3 [4], and DIAGEN [15]). These tools generate visual editors which also allow for a rudimentary simulation, but for concrete syntax manipulation they mainly rely on programmed layouters. Furthermore, rule application control also is realized by changing the Java code of the generated editors by hand.

In this paper, we propose an approach for simulation specification which, on the one hand, supports the manipulation of concrete syntax elements directly in the simulation rules, and, on the other hand, allows for rule control structure definition, where rule control expressions (e.g. rule sequences rule application as long as possible or priorities) are integrated with graph constraints to control the order and conditions of rule applications for automatic simulation runs. This facilitates the generation of simulation environments, i.e. model-based prototypes which help to validate model behavior using a convenient domain-specific visualization of the model states.

As running example, we specify the automatic solution of Rubik’s Clock, a mechanical puzzle of clocks controlled by rotating wheels. Rubik’s Clock [14] is a two-sided puz-
uzzle, each side presenting nine clocks to the puzzler (see Fig. 1). There are four wheels, one at each corner of the puzzle, each allowing the corresponding corner clock to be rotated directly. (The corner clocks, unlike the other clocks, rotate on both sides of the puzzle simultaneously and can never be operated independently. Thus the puzzle contains only 14 independent clocks.)

![Figure 1. Front Face of Rubik's Clock](image)

There are also four buttons which span both sides of the puzzle; each button arranged such that if it is "up" on one side it is "down" on the other. The state of each button (up or down) determines whether the adjacent corner clock is mechanically connected to the three other adjacent clocks on the front side or on the back side: thus the configuration of the buttons determines which sets of clocks can be turned simultaneously by rotating a suitable wheel. The aim of the puzzle is to set all nine clocks to 12 o'clock (straight up) on both sides of the puzzle simultaneously.

The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we develop simulation rules for Rubik’s clock and discuss control structures. Section 3 sketches the implementation of the presented approach in TIGER. In Section 4, we compare our approach to related work, and in Section 5, we conclude the paper with ideas for future work.

2. Simulation by Graph Transformation

Graph transformation has been investigated as a fundamental concept for programming, specification, concurrency, distribution, visual modeling and model transformation [7, 8]. Especially for the application of graph transformation techniques to visual language (VL) modeling, typed attributed graph transformation systems [7] have proven to be an adequate formalism.

2.1 Visual Language Modeling

A VL is modeled by a type graph defining the underlying visual alphabet, i.e. the symbols and relations which are available. Sentences or diagrams of the VL are given by graphs typed over (i.e. conforming to) the type graph. Such a VL type graph corresponds closely to a meta model.

**Example 2.1 (Rubik’s Clock VL)**

Fig. 2 shows the abstract syntax type graph of the Rubik’s Clock model. A Clock has an attribute wheel which indicates whether this clock has a wheel (i.e. it is a corner clock). The time on the front side of the clock is indicated by time_front and the time on the back side of the clock is indicated by time_back. Please note that time_front = time_back for all wheel clocks, whereas the front and back times are independent for all non-wheel clocks. For simplicity we have chosen integer as type for the time type. Therefore, all clock times are calculated modulo 12.

The attributes step_front and step_back are used for simulation to store the difference between the clock time before and after a simulation step of the clock. E.g., if the front clock shows one o’clock and is set to three o’clock, then the value of step_front becomes 2. A Button has the boolean attribute up which indicates whether the Button is up (up = true) or down (up = false). Clocks and Buttons are connected via the link type connection.

![Figure 2. Abstract Syntax Type Graph](image)

Fig. 3 shows the initial state of Rubik’s Clock according to Fig. 1 as graph in abstract syntax typed over the type graph in Fig. 2. All time and step attributes are set to zero, meaning that no wheel has been turned and that all clocks are showing the time twelve o’clock (hands pointing upwards). Initially, all buttons are up.

![Figure 3. Initial State in Abstract Syntax](image)
2.2 Rule-based Simulation

On the basis of a type graph defining a behavioral visual language, and graphs typed over this type graph representing different states of a model, step-wise simulation is now described by graph transformation between these states. The main idea of graph transformation is the rule-based modification of graphs where each application of a graph transformation rule leads to a graph transformation step. The core of a graph transformation rule \((LHS \xrightarrow{p} RHS)\) is a pair of graphs \((LHS, RHS)\), called left-hand side and right-hand side, and an injective (partial) graph morphism \(p : LHS \rightarrow RHS\). Applying the rule \((LHS \xrightarrow{p} RHS)\) means to find a match of \(LHS\) in the source graph and to replace this matched part in the source graph by the corresponding \(RHS\), thus transforming the source graph into the target graph of the graph transformation.

Intuitively, the application of rule \(r\) to graph \(G\) via a match \(m\) from \(LHS\) to \(G\) deletes the image \(m(LHS)\) from \(G\) and replaces it by a copy of the right-hand side \(m^*(RHS)\). Note that a rule may only be applied if the so-called gluing condition is satisfied, i.e. the deletion step must not leave dangling edges, and for two objects which are identified by the match, the rule must not preserve one of them and delete the other one.

**Definition 2.2 (Graph Transformation)**

Let \((LHS \xrightarrow{r} RHS)\) be a typed graph transformation rule and \(G\) a typed graph with a typed graph morphism \(LHS \xrightarrow{m} G\), called match. A graph transformation step \(G \xrightarrow{m,r} H\) from \(G\) to a typed graph \(H\) via rule \(p\), match \(m\), and co-match \(m^*\) is shown in the diagram to the right. The rule \(r\) may be extended by a set of negative application conditions (NACs) \([12, 7]\). A match \(LHS \xrightarrow{m} G\) satisfies a NAC with the injective NAC morphism \(n : LHS \rightarrow NAC\), if there is no injective graph morphism \(NAC \xrightarrow{q} G\).

\[
\begin{array}{ccccccc}
NAC & \xrightarrow{q} & LHS & \xrightarrow{r} & RHS & \xrightarrow{m} & G \\
\end{array}
\]

A sequence \(G_0 \Rightarrow G_1 \Rightarrow \ldots \Rightarrow G_n\) of graph transformation steps is called graph transformation, denoted as \(G_0 \Rightarrow G_n\).

A rule may be extended by input parameters, i.e. variables used to compute new attribute values for nodes in the right-hand side. When the rule is applied, the input parameters have to be bound to concrete values.

**Example 2.3 (Simulation Rules for Rubik’s Clock)**

Fig. 4 shows some simulation rules for Rubik’s Clock in abstract syntax. Rule \(\text{turn}\) is the initial rule for simulation. A value for input parameter \(\text{time}\) is required from the user, stating the time to which the wheel clock is turned in this simulation step. In the RHS of the rule, values for \(\text{time_front}\) and \(\text{time_back}\) are set to the \(\text{time}\) parameter. The number of steps the wheel clock has been turned is computed by adding the \(\text{time}\) value to the previous \(\text{front}\) or \(\text{back}\) time numbers. The step number is stored in \(\text{step_front}\) and \(\text{step_back}\) to be used to turn adjacent clocks accordingly.

![Figure 4. Simulation Rules for Rubik’s Clock](image-url)
and simBackWheel exist to increment both the front and the back clock time of a connected wheel clock in parallel when the button is up or down. In the first case, the front clock step is copied from the neighbor clock, in the second case the back clock step. Finally, two rules resetStepFront and resetStepBack (not depicted) reset all step_front resp. step_back variables to zero. These variables indicate the number of forward (step > 0) or backward (step < 0) moves during one simulation step.

2.3 Defining Control Structures for Rules

One hand simulation step (turning the wheel of a clock and adjusting all resulting time values for all other clocks) consists of applying once the initial rule (turn(time)) and afterwards applying the simulate rules (simulateFront, simulateBack,..) as long as they are applicable. At last, the step values of all clocks are reset by applying the reset rules:

- turn(time); (apply only once)
- simulateFront, simulateBack, simFrontWheel, simBackWheel; (apply as long as possible)
- resetStepFront, resetStepBack. (apply as long as possible)

For solving clocks, i.e. applying a set of simulation rules to turn one clock to 12 without changing the times of all other clocks, a more high level application structure (e.g. transaction systems) is needed. Fig. 5 shows the control flow for solving a complete Rubik’s Clock. We distinguish between three types of clock:

1. Wheel Clocks are corner clocks with the attribute wheel = true;
2. Border Clocks are clocks on the border of Rubik’s Clock which are not Wheel Clocks;
3. Center Clocks are clocks inside Rubik’s Clock.

Solving a clock means to apply simulation steps in such a way that in the result the selected clock is turned to 12 and the times of all other clocks remain unchanged. Both sides of the clocks are treated separately, i.e., if the front side of a Border Clock is solved the back side remains unchanged and has to be solved in a separate step. One exception exists for Wheel Clocks; here front and back side is connected via the wheel and so solving has to be applied only once.

3. Implementation of Rubik’s Clock Simulation in TİGER

TİGER [2] is a visual environment to design visual language (VL) specifications based on meta models, graph grammars and layout definitions. A VL specification serves as basis to generate the Java source code of a visual editor for VL diagrams as ECLIPSE plug-in based on the Graphical Editor Framework GEF [5].

3.1 Editor Generation by TİGER

A VL specification (abstract syntax type graph, concrete syntax figures and editor commands) is defined visually by the language modeler using the TİGER Designer [10]. Editor commands are modeled as graph rules. The application of such graph rules to the underlying syntax graph of a diagram is performed by the graph transformation engine AGG [18]. In TİGER, the abstract syntax graphs manipulated by AGG are extended by means for concrete syntax definition. TİGER distinguishes node symbols types and edge symbol types in a VL specification. The concrete syntax defined for node symbol types (such as shape, fill color, and size of a figure for an abstract model element) are translated to features and graphical constraints of GEF figures. Analogously, the concrete syntax for edge symbol types (such as color, thickness or arrowheads of an edge figure) are translated to properties of corresponding GEF connections. Thus, the generated editors make use of a variety of GEF’s predefined editor functionalities and appear in a timely fashion, conforming to the ECLIPSE standard for graphical tool environments.

3.2 Extending TİGER for Flexible Visualization

Up to now, the only concrete syntax attribute, which can be changed or defined in graph rules, is the position of a node-type shape (x and y coordinates). Other properties such as size and color are fixed for all shape figures corresponding to a node symbol type. Moreover, a model element may be visualized by a complex figure which consists of a combination of several simple figures, but then
this complex figure is invariable (such as the end state of a state machine which invariably consists of a larger white circle containing a smaller black circle in its center).

For simulation, this rather simple and static one-to-one relation between abstract model elements (e.g. Clock) and their visual representation (e.g. Ellipse) is in general not adequate. What we need for our Rubik’s Clock simulation is the possibility to model a clock’s hands (showing the front and the back time) and to change the position of these hands within the clock circle.

Hence, we propose in this paper an extension of the TIGER Designer by more flexible means to define and manipulate concrete syntax properties. On the one hand, we will support the definition of more than one graphical figure for an abstract model element in a way that the properties of the graphical figures depend on the current values of available abstract attributes of the model element; on the other hand, the user may also manipulate the properties of concrete figures using the graph rule editor.

According to these extended possibilities, the concrete syntax for editing a clock model element may now be defined conveniently in the property view of the syntax graph layout editor as shown in Fig. 6.

3.3 Extending TIGER for Controlled Simulation

For controlling the application of simulation rules as described in Section 2.3, we need a wizard to define units as sequences of rules and to define how often the sequences within a unit should be applied. Fig. 8 shows such a wizard where the unit simulateWheelTurn is defined.

A clock circle (the main figure for the model element Clock) is defined together with its front and its back hands. In the left screenshot, the main clock circle figure has been selected, and it can be seen in the property view that here all abstract clock attributes are defined, together with the concrete x and y coordinates of the upper left corner of the clock circle figure. Moreover, the center point \((mid_x, mid_y)\) of this circle are computed. The parameters \(clock_x\) and \(clock_y\) are the mouse click coordinates denoting the position where the clock is placed when the rule is applied. The definition of the endpoint coordinates \((x, y)\) of a front-time hand is shown in the property view in the right screenshot in Fig. 6. The position of the hand’s endpoint depends on the value of the abstract \(time_front\) attribute.

Alternatively, the position of a clock hand’s endpoint may be defined in the corresponding simulation rules for creating clocks and for adjusting their time (see Fig. 7).
rule `turn` is not part of this unit, since we want to reuse `simulateWheelTurn` after different variations of the `turn` rule in the more complex units `SolveWheelClock`, `SolveBorderClock` and `SolveMiddleClock`, according to Fig. 5.

As example, Fig. 9 shows the transformation unit `solveWheelClock`, where the previously defined unit `simulateWheelTurn` is used whenever a wheel clock has been turned. At first, all buttons are put in “up” position by rule `ButtonUp`, which is applied as long as possible.

In order to store the value of the step variable from the first wheel clock, the `turn` rule is slightly extended here (see rule `turn_store` in Fig. 10) by a value-storing node of type `Store-Step` which is connected to the turned wheel clock. Afterwards, the unit `simulateWheelTurn` is applied to adjust all clocks depending on the steps the wheel clock has been turned and on the position of the buttons. In the next rule `pressConnectedButton`, the new value-node indicates which wheel clock is the active one (see Fig. 10). Here, the button connected to the active wheel clock is pressed. At last, another wheel clock is turned as many steps as the number in the value-node. By a negative application condition, it is ensured that not the first wheel clock is turned back. Again, unit `simulateWheelTurn` adjusts all other clocks after the second wheel clock has been turned.

For solving it is suitable to define relative position values $(x, y)$ for clocks and pins. Starting with position $(1,1)$ for the clock and pin in the left top corner we end up with position $(3,3)$ for the clock and $(2,2)$ for the pin in the right bottom. Please note that the solving algorithm is suitable for rectangular $(m, n)$ clocks in general with $m, n > 2$. For $m = 2$ or $n = 2$ we have the special cases which may be treated separately, e.g. the clock with $m = n = 2$ consists of 4 WheelClocks which have always the same time on front and back.

Fig. 12 shows the solving steps for the WheelClock $(1,1)$:

1. Pull all buttons up;
2. Turn WheelClock to time $= 12$;
3. Press button connected with WheelClock;
4. Turn WheelClock on another corner the previous number of steps back.

### 3.4 Generated Editor and Simulator

Fig. 11 shows the generated Rubik’s Clock editor plug-in in ECLIPSE. In the editor palette, editing operations `createClock`, `createWheelClock` and `createButton` can be selected to insert `Clocks`, `WheelClocks` (stronger border layout) and `Buttons` respectively. Rule `connect` allows to draw a connection between `Clocks` (of arbitrary types) and `Buttons`. After editing is complete, the simulation rule `turn` can be applied to one WheelClock. The number of steps to be turned has to be entered into an input dialog window.
Fig. 13 shows the solving steps for the BorderClock $(cx, cy) = (2, 1)$:

1. Pull buttons $(bx, by)$ with $bx < cx$ up (and push all others down);
2. Turn WheelClock $(1,1)$ $(12 - currentTime)$ of BorderClock;
3. Press button $(bx, by)$ with $bx = cx - 1$ and $by = 1$;
4. Turn WheelClock $(1, n)$ the previous steps back;
5. Pull buttons $(bx, by)$ with $bx >= cx, by >= cy$ up (and push all others down);
6. Turn WheelClock $(m, n)$ previous steps back.

Due to symmetry, all other clocks can be solved by rotating Rubik’s Clock such that the current clock matches one of the positions above.

3.5 Out-Shaped Clocks

All regular clocks in rectangle format with $(m, n)$ dimension $(m, n \in \mathbb{N}$ and $m, n > 2)$ can be solved using the solving algorithm above. However, the editing rules support also creation of more irregular clocks which we call out-Shaped clocks. Fig. 15 shows a sample out-shaped clock in triangle format. Since the hand-simulation rules shown in Fig. 4 work for these clocks as well, the Rubik’s Clock editor plug-in provides a nice and easy-to-use environment to experiment with other irregular forms of clocks to find a more general solving algorithm.

4. Related Work

The Rubik’s Clock puzzle was invented and patent-registered in 1989. Since this time several websites have been created presenting solving algorithms which are quite similar to this one presented in this paper (see e.g. http://www.geocities.com/jaapsch/puzzles/clock.htm). Moreover, the Rubik’s Clock puzzle was also investigated by Sugiyama et al. in [17] dealing with the layout of puzzle graphs. However, none of the known solving algorithms deal with general $(m, n)$ rectangular clocks, nor with irregular clocks like the out-shaped clock briefly discussed in Section 3.5.
Existing tools for graph transformation-based simulation (AToM³ [4], DiaGen [15]) generate visual editors from a meta model-based VL definition, which is combined statically with a concrete syntax definition for the VL elements. The visual editors also allow for a rudimentary simulation but up to now they do not support a systematic manipulation of concrete syntax attributes, such as position, size or color of shapes in the simulation rules. Furthermore, rule application control (apart from priorities used in AToM³) is realized by changing the code of the generated environment for editing and simulation by hand.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

The Rubik’s Clock puzzle proved to be a nice case study to analyze flexible visualization and the use of structured control units for automatic simulation. The TIGER user may access abstract and concrete attribute values when designing the visual appearance of model elements and when defining simulation rules. Together with the possibility to choose more than one independent figures for one model element, this results in a high degree of flexibility in visualization. Thus, clock time values can be visualized dynamically without exchanging the figure for each time change.

As future work, a clearer separation of abstract and concrete syntax attributes would be nice, such as two separate property views for the ”core” model (the abstract syntax) and the ”appearance” (the concrete syntax), as used e.g. in the ECLIPSE Graphical Modeling Framework GMF [11].

Our second extension of TIGER enables the user to define automatic simulation runs in form of control units on rules, such as rule sequences, conditions and counters for rule applications. With this extension, we can specify a general automatic simulation of different kinds of rectangular Rubik’s Clocks and smaller simulation steps for out-shaped ones. Defining structured control units for graph transformation rules still lacks the flexibility from usual programing since each rule in a unit operates on the host graph independently of the other rules. Hence, the match of a rule cannot be handed over to the next rule of the sequence, but has to be marked indirectly in the host graph. Analogously, attribute values computed by one rule have to be stored in distinct node attributes, where the next rule can find them. Therefore, our simple hand-simulation rules for Rubik’s Clock had to be extended by further attributes in order to store match information for the next rule of the unit. Here, more general concepts like global pattern parameters for units should be considered in future to come up with an even more practicable structuring concept for graph transformations. Furthermore, work is in progress to integrate an activity diagram editor in the TIGER Designer component to define control structures visually instead of using the text-based wizards presented in this paper.
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